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ROLLING SMOOTHLY AND SAFELY
Visually inspecting and understanding RV trailer suspension and brake components
will lead to proper maintenance choices and fewer unexpected repairs

M

ost trailer and fifth-wheel chassis ride on suspensions that utilize leaf
springs and basic hardware. The system is simple, and not much has
changed over the years. As trailers morph into heavier and more elaborate
models, it becomes more critical to pay attention to what’s supporting the chassis.
The integrity of the suspension is crucial for trouble-free towing; becoming more
familiar with the components, their roles in the system and maintenance will help
avoid potential problems, such as premature tire and spring failure.

Suspension System Components
About 90 percent of fifth-wheels and
travel trailers are suspended by leaf
springs. Learning to identify each
component by its proper name and
understand the function it performs
will help when deciphering a potential
problem.
Suspension components consist
of two or more leaf-spring sets; the
number of individual leaves depends
upon the weight-bearing capacity
determined by the manufacturer and the
axle rating. The equalizer is the center
hanger that the front and rear leafspring sets are bolted to on a double- or
triple-axle trailer and serves as a multipivot point so the axles can articulate
independently over uneven terrain.
Typical equalizers come in a variety
of types made of solid steel and a

triangular shape with three mounting
points. More sophisticated equalizers
utilize rubber springs, and others even
employ air bags to further reduce
spring-suspension-induced road impact
and harshness. Some aftermarket
equalizers may need replacement
rubber over a period of time; consult
your owner’s manual or check with
the manufacturer for maintenance
intervals. Air-ride equalizers need to
be inspected on a yearly basis, and air
pressure should be checked before
every outing.
The equalizer is bolted to the frame
utilizing a leaf-spring hanger. The
other end of the leaf spring is bolted
to a spring hanger using a single-pivot
bolt. The equalizer end of the spring is
attached by way of a pair of shackles
between the equalizer and the leaf

spring with a pivot bolt. Nylon bushings
are inserted into the equalizer and the
leaf-spring eyelets, preventing the pivot
bolts from wearing prematurely. These
nylon bushings are not visible without
removing the pivot bolts and separating
the components. When nylon bushings
deteriorate, the steel components
make contact with each other and
can wear rapidly, causing pre- mature
failure. Nylon bushings should be
checked every 10,000 to 15,000 miles.
Equalizers, shackles, pivot bolts and
nylon bushings need to be inspected
every 5,000 to 6,000 miles for signs
of excess wear. While the trailer is
supported by jack stands and with the
wheel assemblies removed, remove
the pivot bolts from all components
and carefully inspect the bushings for
wear. When replacing components
and bushings, always replace the pivot
bolts at the same time. When replacing
parts, consider using higher-quality
aftermarket hardware, available at most
RV-supply stores and online.
There are some leaf-spring suspensions that use “greasable bolts.” These
bolts have a Zerk grease fitting on one
end and brass bushings instead of nylon

Every 12 months or 10,000 miles, trailer
brakes should be inspected for safety.

One never knows when a spring may
break or a rivet pop loose, causing
major damage that goes undetected.
On a level surface, raise the trailer
until the tires are off the ground. For
safety, always use jack stands under
the frame (not axle) that are rated for
the trailer’s gvwr — two in the rear and
two in the front. Remove the tires and
wheels. Once the dust cap is pried off,
the cotter pin, spindle nut and washer
are removed. The drum should easily
slide off the end of the spindle; pay
close attention not to drop the drum on
the studs. Inspect all brake shoes and
linings for cracks, uneven or excess
wear, chipped surfaces or separated
brake-lining material.
The brake shoes should be replaced
when the material is 11/16-inch thick
or less. Inspect the brake magnets for
uneven or excess wear and the actuating
arm for binding. Inspect the hub and
drum assembly on the brake magnet
surface and the brake-shoe surface for
uneven wear or cracks. Most hub and
drum assemblies can be turned on a
lathe if they are within the manufacturer’s specifications. Visually inspect

The equalizer on the top is a classic example
of what happens to the metal when the
bushings wear out from lack of maintenance.

The leaf-spring linkage on top is another
example of a worn-out nylon-style bushing.
Note oblong hole on the right.

bushings. These greasable bolts require
lubrication at the same interval required
for brake inspection. If these have been
neglected, the brass bushings can
wear very quickly. If you’re certain that
both components have been greased
at required intervals, disassembly for
inspection may not be required.
Greasable bolt kits, and in some
cases the associated replacement
shackles, are available online or from
RV-service centers and auto-parts
stores. They’re a good investment in
safety and reliability.
Replacement aftermarket bushings
are also available. Never Fail Bushings
(available at RV-supply stores) have a
lifetime warranty and can be used with
wet or dry bolts. The Never Fail Bushing
will take away the worry and the need to
dismantle the suspension components
for routine inspection. Sudden leaning
or sway can indicate a broken spring or
component. Do not tow with a damaged
suspension.

Electric Trailer Brakes

As seen in this view of the Center Point airride equalizer, there are limitations when
servicing this type of hardware.

all brake springs and be sure to replace
any that are rusted or broken. Clean all
of the brake assemblies with a long, soft
brush; be sure to wear eye protection
and a dust mask for safety.
Check the connections — on the
inside of the brake assembly near the
axles — where the brake magnets are
connected to the electrical system.
It’s common to find broken wires or
corroded connections that could render
the brake magnets inoperative. Wheel
bearings should be serviced at the
same interval. Always replace grease
seals when servicing the bearings.
After the hub and drum assembly
is reinstalled, adjust the brakes using a
brake spoon, expanding the shoes until
the drum no longer rotates. Back the

Nylon suspension bushings are very thin and
do not last more than 10,000 to 15,000 miles
under normal wear and tear.

Above: (Left) This aftermarket equalizer uses a rubber carrier in the center to help smooth out some of the bumps. (Middle) Improvements
in the last few years have incorporated a device that allows for correcting alignment; this particular model is called the Correct Track. (Right)
Air-ride equalizers will greatly improve the ride quality, but the owners will need regular access to compressed air to sufficiently inflate the
airbag to the correct pressure and, of course, there’s a potential for a puncture to the airbag.
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adjuster in the opposite direction until the
drum spins freely with just a slight rub
from the brake shoes during rotation.
Trailers with disc brakes have
calipers, pads and rotors as well
as hydraulic lines, which should all
be inspected carefully. Don’t forget
the electric-over-hydraulic actuator
function, as this is probably the most
important part of the system. Your
owner’s manual is the best source of
specific information about servicing
this brake actuator. Because it uses
brake fluid, just like that in your tow
vehicle, the fluid in the trailer should
be flushed and replaced on a regular
service interval to avoid internal system
corrosion when the fluid becomes contaminated with water due to age.

ASK THE RIGHT
QUESTIONS
Suspension systems are often
overlooked when purchasing a
used trailer. Most RV dealers will
perform a safety inspection on
used trailers, but the only way
to be certain is to be educated
on the subject and know which
questions to ask:
1. Were the wheel bearings cleaned,

inspected and pressure-packed with
the proper type of grease?
2. Are the brake magnets in good
shape, wearing evenly and functioning properly?
3. Are the brake shoes and lining
material in good condition and not
cracking or worn out?
4. Are the brake-adjuster
assemblies and springs in good
condition?
5. Are the hub and drum and the
brake magnet armatures wearing
evenly?
6. Is the brake-magnet wiring intact?
7. Are the equalizer and spring
shackles showing adverse wear
around the bolt holes?
8. Are the axles aligned properly?
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Tires
Tire blowouts due to improper inflation,
suspension misalignment or age can
create a dangerous situation and will
often result in collateral damage to
adjacent components and sheet metal.
Take the time to carefully inspect the
tires for optimal safety performance. Be
sure to check the date of manufacture,
as most tires will time out at around
seven years, even if the tread is good.
For used trailers, check the date code
on the sidewall of each tire; the last four
digits of the DOT code indicate the week
and year the tire was manufactured.
Look for any uneven wear or cracks in
the sidewall or treads.
Check for the correct load range and
size recommended by the manufacturer.
All trailers should have a data plate
mounted on an exterior wall or inside
a cabinet that provides information
required for tire pressures as well as
gross weight and axle ratings.
Check the tread depth of each
tire; it should be at least 2/32 of an
inch. Check the wheels for integrity or
damage. Balancing the tire and wheel
assemblies and checking the alignment
every two years will help prevent uneven
wear that might contribute to premature
failure of your trailer’s tires. And don’t
forget to check the spare tire.
Wheel lug nut torque should be
checked before each trip.

Shock Absorbers
Imagine driving your tow vehicle without
shocks. Most likely, you would not
enjoy the ride, especially over dips and
bumps. You may not feel the negative
effect of the trailer’s ride without shocks
while towing, but it is definitely there.
Experts estimate that a trailer suffers
shaking that’s equivalent to a 3.0magnitude earthquake during transit.
If a trailer suspension is equipped
with shock absorbers, inspect the
bushings for deterioration and the
shaft for excess rust, even though this
may require removal of the shock to do
so. Check the angle of the shocks as
well; an angle more than 40 degrees
from vertical renders the shocks less
effective, but this isn’t a service matter
as much as it is a design consider-

The Joy Rider suspension-control system
by RV Improvement Systems adds a new
dimension to the ride quality of a leafspring suspension.

ation, since the shocks are always at
whatever angle the factory placed them
at during assembly. If excess angle is
present, the use of aftermarket gaspressurized shocks can improve shock
performance.
Most shocks dampen only the
downward motion (compression) of
suspension travel, thus making them
not nearly as effective as gas shocks
that dampen both compression and
rebound. Only about 15 percent of
travel trailers and fifth-wheels come
with shocks. Until recently, adding
shocks after the fact was a difficult
proposition. Joy Rider shock kits
provided by RV Improvement Systems
(www.rvimprovementsystems.com) can
be bolted to any existing trailer chassis.
These gas shocks are mounted at
angles that are most effective for
maximum damping.

Additional Upgrades
Several aftermarket upgrades for trailer
and truck suspensions and axle systems
will greatly improve smoothness and
handling. Most are even capable of lifting
and lowering the trailer a few inches,
should the need ever arrive. Trailer
Flex Air Ride suspensions (www
.autoflexsuspensions.com) and MOR/
ryde IS systems (www.morryde.com) are
very effective aftermarket upgrades.
Good-quality routine maintenance
— and a close watch on weights to
prevent failures due to overloading —
will ward off major travel delays, not to
mention the cost to perform emergency
repairs when on the road. With a
better understanding and additional
knowledge of how suspension and
brake systems are made and how they
function, many unwanted problems can
be easily avoided. q

